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Set up your PSP® (PlayStation®Portable) system according to
the instructions in the manual supplied with the system. Turn
the system on. The power indicator lights up in green and the
home menu is displayed. Press the OPEN latch to open the disc
cover. INSERT the Resistance: RetributionTM UMDTM with the
label facing the system rear, slide until fully inserted and
close the disc cover. From the PSP® System Software screen,
highlight the Game icon and then select the UMDTM icon. A
thumbnail for the software is displayed. Select the thumbnail
and press S of the PSP® (PlayStation®Portable) system to
start the software. Follow the on-screen instructions and
refer to this manual for information on using the software.

NOTICE: Do not eject a UMDTM while it is playing.
Memory Stick DuoTM

Warning! Keep Memory Stick DuoTM media out of reach of small
children, as the media could be swallowed by accident.

To save game settings and progress, insert a Memory Stick
DuoTM into the Memory Stick DuoTM slot of your PSP® system.
You can load saved game data from the same memory stick or
any Memory Stick DuoTM containing previously saved games.
Setting Up the Headset (optional)

Resistance: RetributionTM is compatible with the PSP®
system headset.

To use the headset, the remote control supplied with the PSP®
system is required. Attach the headset to the remote control,
and then connect the unit to the PSP® system. For details on
using the remote control, please refer to the PSP® system
instruction manual.
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CONTROLS
PSP® (PlayStation® Portable)
System Configuration

MENU CONTROLS
Navigate menu/Highlight menu option..directional buttons
Select highlighted menu option.......................S
Previous screen/Return to Main Menu..................A
Cycle through Online Menu Screens.............. Z / X
Open Pause Menu................................... >
View Scoreboard............................ >(hold)

CHARACTER MOVEMENT AND ACTION

Note: The control configuration default is set to
STANDARD. You can change the control configuration
by selecting the Options Menu and choosing CONTROLS.

Move Forwards/Backwards and Left/Right.... Analog Stick

Turn Left............................................F
Turn Right...........................................A
Aim Up...............................................D
Aim Down.............................................S
Point Up.........................D (while under water)
Point Down...........................................S
Primary Fire......................................B
Alternate Fire....................................N
Throw Grenade...Nor B(while Grenade is selected)
Weapon Select................... directional button X
Access Weapon Ring....... directional button X (hold)
Interact........................ directional button V
Reload......................... directional button Z
Manual Aim...................... directional button C
Take Cover......Analog Stick (while approaching cover)
Vault Over Cover.................directional button V
(while in low cover)

CONTROLS

Weapon Ring Controls

Open Weapon Ring...........directional button X (hold)

Toggle between rings...................... B or N

Select Weapon........................ F, A, D, or S

TURRET CONTROLS

Use / Release Turret.............. directional button V

Aim...................................... Analog Stick

Fire...................................... B or N

Toggle view....................... directional button C

STARTING UP
Starting a New Game
Title Screen / Main Menu

Press > at the Title
Screen to reach the
Main Menu. Use the
directional buttons
to choose from
CAMPAIGN, MULIPLAYER,
OPTIONS and PROFILES.

CAMPAIGN MODE

On the Campaign Menu screen, choose from four options:

Campaign: Choose to begin the fight against the Chimera
via the Campaign Mode or continue a previous game.
This mode allows you to play uninterrupted through the
Single Player story mode.

Location Select: Directly access unlocked stages of
the game.Select Easy, Normal or Hard difficulty.

Intel Select: View all the pieces of Intel you have
collected and see what documents still have yet to be
unlocked.

Skill Point Unlocks: Access unlocked bonus material
gained from completing Skill Points.
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SAVING A GAME
During a Single Player game, your progress will be
saved automatically between missions. To save your
progress, make sure you have a Memory Stick Duo™ or
Memory Stick PRO Duo™ with at least 736 KB of free
space inserted.

MULTIPLAYER
Connect to the Internet to play Resistance:
Retribution™ online. You must be connected via
broadband service (either DSL, cable modem or
higher speeds) in order to play online. For more
information, see Online Multiplayer section, pg.16.
You can choose from three options on the
Multiplayer Menu:

Infrastructure: Join in multiplayer games through
a connection point.

Ad Hoc: Join in multiplayer games by connecting
directly to other PSP® systems.See Online
Multiplayer section, pg.16, for more information.
-----
Options: Toggle and adjust your game controls, set
your audio and video preferences, or change your
control configuration. If you wish to reset the
options to their default settings, press F.

OPTIONS

Choose from various options that will affect the
presentation of the game. Use the directional
buttons to highlight an option and press S to
confirm your choice. Options with adjustable levels
can be set using the directional buttons Z and X
while the option is highlighted. Note: The options
are the same for both single player and
multiplayer modes.

Game Screen
Heads Up Display

WEAPON INFO
Weapon information is displayed in the
bottom right of the screen. The gun icon
on top indicates the currently equipped
weapon. The meter underneath, as well as the number
to the right of the meter, displays the ammo in the
magazine, while the next number to the right is the
total ammo remaining. The ammo icon at the end
indicates the amount of ammo available for the
weapon’s secondary fire.

HEALTH

The bar on the bottom left represents your health.
The bar is broken up into four chambers and when all
four chambers have been depleted, you are defeated
and must restart the mission.

BREATH METER

The blue bar that appears at the bottom left
(just above the heath bar) displays the amount of
time you have to resurface, when submerged, before
you drown. If the breath meter is depleted, your
health bar begins to drain (not shown in screen).

INTERACTION ICONS

An interaction icon appears at the top right of the
screen when you approach items that Grayson can
interact with, such as turrets. The icon displays
the type of action that can be performed by
pressing the directional button V.

An interaction indicator appears over some items
that Grayson can interact with to identify the item
from afar.

AIM ASSIST

Aiming in Resistance: Retribution™ is achieved
through Aim Assist. To utilize this feature, use
the targeting reticule and Aim Assist Window
together to pinpoint and fire at enemies in the
field. Tap the action buttons DASF to switch
between targets. When an enemy is within the
brackets, the reticule will lock onto it. Aim
in the direction of the desired enemy to select
them as a target. The borders of the reticule
change from yellow to red, indicating that a target
is acquired. Note: While Aim Assist is active, you
may aim manually by pressing up on the directional
buttons. You can turn off Aim Assist in the Toggles
options inside the Options Menu on the Main Menu.
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Items

As you play through the game, you can find special
Intel items in the form of envelopes that will give
you more background information. To view the Intel
items you've collected, press > to access the Pause
Menu and then select INTEL.

AMMUNITION

Pick up and refill ammunition for your weapons by
grabbing ammo packs and fallen weaponry.

HEALTH PICKUPS

Alien technology known as Sym-Bac, these health
canisters will restore your health.

PAUSE MENU

Open the Pause Menu by pressing >.

Intel

View all collected Intel items.

Inventory

Access the Inventory Menu to view all of your
collected weapons. Press N and B to cycle
through the weapons and view their descriptions.

Options

Access the Options Menu to change a variety of
Control and System Settings. There are five
different categories: TOGGLES, ADJUSTS, AUDIO,
VIDEO, CONTROLS.

Toggles: Toggle ON/OFF Invert Aim, Aim Assist,
Auto Recenter, and Auto Save.

Adjusts: Adjust the Speed and Acceleration of
Vertical and Horizontal aiming.

Audio: Adjust Subtitles, Volume of Sound Effects,
Game Voices, and Music.

Video: Adjust the Gamma Level of the video display.

Controls: Press S to enter the Controls Menu and
push the left or right directional button to change
the Control setup between Standard and Alternate.

RESTART

Return to the beginning of the current level.
Note: All unsaved progress will be lost.

Quit the game and return to the Main Menu.
Note: As with restarting a level, all
unsaved progress will be lost.
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Defeating the Chimera is going to take a wide
range of weaponry. You have a multitude of
specially engineered human firearms at your
disposal as well as any Chimeran weapons you
are able to commandeer during your missions.

The XR-004 Allure is an energy-based grenade launcher
of unknown origin.Standard fire will launch small timed

grenades at a slow rate that deploy shortly after
deployment.Secondary fire mode charges the grenades,
giving them a magnetic-like property that sticks to

surfaces and enemies.

A Maquis modified version of the Chimeran assault rifle
that fires heavy blasts of radiation capable of tunnelling
through solid matter.The WS designates a modification to
the weapon's shield technology that deploys a widescreen
barrier that is impervious to all weapon-fire except that
from the Auger.This is one of the three weapons that has

the ability to fire underwater.

The IWAO-R Chaingun was originally built for Japanese
combat planes by legendary weapon designer Iwao Ryusaki.
The cannons were light enough they were easily modified
for infantry use.Its rapid rate of fire and large ammo

capacity makes the IWAO-R a force to be reckoned
with in the skies or on the battlefield.

The Fareye FR-1 is the French counterpart to Britain's
Fareye L23.The primary action chambers a .303 Mk 10 round
with a muzzle velocity of nearly 3400ft/s. The secondary
fire function activates a special attachment designed to
accelerate neural activity with tailored electromagnetic
pulses. This frequently creates the perception among

snipers that time has slowed while in Focus Mode.Maquis
engineers made the design decision to filter only low-mass
objects, resulting in improved power consumption which

allows the device to stay active indefinitely.

ARSENAL

The MAH-50 Fragmentation Grenade is the standard issue
anti-personnel munition used by resistance groups

across Europe.Cheap and in large supply, the grenade
has a timed detonator with a large blast radius.

The L206 LAARK (Light Anti-Armor Rocket) is an early
model of the L209, which predated design of the targeting
computer.L209 supplies were depleted across Europe, and
Maquis fighters quickly learned to manually guide the

rockets with great effectiveness.Using the alternate fire
will slow down the rocket, allowing it to be re-oriented
inflight.Aiming the reticule at any desired target and
using alternate fire again will re-launch the rocket in

the designated direction.
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The Longbow 1S-1K is a MDC designed rail weapon
constructed from modified Chimeran technology.Its magnetic
accelerator launches a small iron flechette at an extremely

high velocity that is accurate on targets up to 1000
meters.The secondary function charges and fires multiple
flechettes at once. The 1S-1K designation derives from the
weapon's ability to destroy drones and kill Hybrid classes
with a single shot.This is one of the three weapons that has

the ability to fire underwater.

The High Explosive .44 Magnum
fires armor-piercing rounds
useful for close-quarter
combat scenarios. Each slug
carries a small, explosive
charge that can be remote-
detonated from a switch near
the trigger guard.

Plasma 'Sticky' Grenades are
constructed from the same
materials used in Chimeran plasma
mines. The grenade adheres to
most surfaces and detonates on a
fixed timer. Clever soldiers
have landed these grenades on
Chimera who would return to cover
near fellow units, and the
detonation resulted in higher
enemy casualties.

The Schrotflinte 12 Gauge Shotgun is a double-barrel
combat shotgun with both single shot and double shot

firing actions.Deployed for close-quarters urban combat,
the Schrotflinte's wide pellet spread has proven

especially effective against large clusters of small
enemies, especially Leapers.

The BM001 Razor is a modified version of the Chimeran
Bullseye. It has a rapid cyclic rate and a high damage

capability.The secondary fire has been upgraded to support
spinning energy blades that home in on their targets,

bouncing and redirecting from wall surfaces if
necessary.Skilled soldiers have been able to carom shots
that killed well over seven enemies with a single blade.

The.303 Sturmgewehr (Storm Rifle) Carbine is the
standard-issue rifle of Maquis resistance fighters.

Recovered from the stores of a sunken German supply ship,
the rifle was once a highly effective ranged weapon, but

water damage has reduced its accuracy and range.An
underslug Grenade Launcher fires fragmentation

grenades that detonate on impact.

The ML-45 Field Torch was
designed for the British
Military by Majestic

Laboratories in the run-up
to war with Russia.Built
to withstand the extreme

cold of the Ural
Mountains, water-tight

seals also allow the ML-45
to function in the frigid
depths of the Barents Sea.
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RESISTANCE CONNECT FOR THE
PSP™(PLAYSTATION®PORTABLE) SYSTEM
Take your game further with two additional game modes,
Resistance: Retribution™ Plus and Infected Mode,
available when you link Resistance: Retribution™and
Resistance 2™.To accesses the additional modes link
your PSP® system to your PLAYSTATION®3 console with a
USB cable while both Resistance: Retribution™ and
Resistance 2™are active and access the Options Menu
in Resistance 2™.From here you are able to accesses
both additional play modes.
Resistance™: Retribution Plus
Play Resistance: Retribution™ with your DUALSHOCK®3
Wireless controller.The challenge level is increased
and aim assist is deactivated. This mode fully
supports the vibration function of your controller.

If at anytime during Retribution™Plus gameplay your
Dualshock® 3 becomes disconnected please exit the title,
return to the main menu and repeat the steps listed
above to re-establish connection with the
DualShock® 3 controller.

INFECTED MODE
Creates an alternate history within Resistance:
Retribution™.In Infected Mode, Grayson has regenerative
health and can breathe under water. The HE .44 Magnum
is added to the weapons roster and new Intel items are
scattered throughout the levels. Infected Mode is
active until you power down your PSP® system.

Note: Resistance™Connect and Infected Mode only
function during single player gameplay, and will not
function during multiplayer.

SETTING UP ONLINE GAMEPLAY
To participate in head-to-head or online matches,
select MULTIPLAYER from the Main Menu.

• A valid network connection is required to play
online. See Creating a Network Connection below for
detailed instructions.

• To talk directly to teammates during games, use the
optional headset. See Getting Started section, pg.2,
for more information.

Resistance: Retribution™ is only playable online via the
Infrastructure mode for the PSP® system.In order to get
online, it is a requirement that you are able to connect
your PSP® system online via a wireless access point or
wireless router that is 802.11b compatible. For more
information on your wireless router’s 802.11b compatibility,
check with the manufacturer of the router. Player is
responsible for Wi-Fi fees.
Resistance Connect function requires: a PLAYSTATION® 3
computer entertainment system, a PSP® (PlayStation®Portable)
system, a copy of the Resistance Retribution™ video game,
a copy of the Resistance 2™ video game, a DUALSHOCK® 3 or
SIXAXIS wireless controller, a USB cable and an additional
cable for Video-out feature. All sold separately. Select a
cable suited for the TV in use and functionality required.

INFRASTRUCTURE MODE: Infrastructure mode is a Wi-Fi
feature that allows the PSP® system to link to a network
via a WLAN access point (a device used to connect to a
wireless network). In order to access Infrastructure
mode features, several additional items are required,
including a subscription to an Internet service
provider, a network device, a WLAN access point and PC.
For further information and setting up details, please
refer to the PSP® system’s Instructional Manual.

Note: A WLAN access point is a device used to connect
to a wireless network. SSID and WEP keys are types of
wireless network.

CREATING A NETWORK CONNECTION
Note: If you have already created a valid network
connection using the PSP® system software, skip this
section and review the remaining sections.Before you
can play Resistance: Retribution™ online, you must have
created a valid network connection. If you have already
created and saved a network connection, you are good to
go. If not, you can use the Network Settings application
in the System Software screen under Settings.

Note: For more detailed information on creating a
Network Connection, see the PSP® system Instruction Manual.

Note: If you experience connection issues, ensure that
the WLAN Power Save mode is OFF. The WLAN Power Save is
located in the PSP® System Software screen in Power Save
Settings of the Settings column.

GETTING CONNECTED

Note: Use of the online portion of this game is subject
to the terms and conditions under the ONLINE USER AGREEMENT
located within the game. A full copy of the ONLINE USER
AGREEMENT is available at:
www.us.playstation.com/support/useragreements

1.Select INFRASTRUCTURE or AD HOC from the menu and
press S to confirm.

2.If prompted, enter your PLAYSTATION® NETWORK email and
password to sign in.

3.Please read the ONLINE USER AGREEMENT and select YES
if you agree to the terms. You must agree to the terms
of the ONLINE USER AGREEMENT to connect to Resistance:
Retribution™online.14. 15.



Multiplayer
Online Communication
Using the Online Keyboard Interface to Enter
Data and Chat

The Keyboard Interface appears any time you
need to enter text into the game. This can be for
Character Names, Passwords, On-Line Community
screens etc. The Interface consists of two main
areas: the text field area and the keyboard.Voice
chat can also be activated during gameplay by
holding the select button to talk.

•Press the directional buttons to highlight a key,
then press S to select and enter the character in
the field.

• Press F to backspace/delete a character.

• Hold N to shift.

• Press D to add a space to the text field at the
current cursor position.

• Press A to close the Keyboard Interface without
transmitting or entering data.

• Press > when you're finished to input the
contents of the text field and close the Keyboard
Interface.

MULTIPLAYER MENU

Once logged in, you will be taken to the Multiplayer
Menu. You can select JOIN GAME, HOST GAME, PLAYER
LIST, or OPTIONS by pressing N or B.

JOIN GAME

From here you will be able to join any games that
are being hosted by other players. Use the
directional buttons to scroll through ALL GAMES,
RANKED GAMES, UNRANKED GAMES, FRIEND LIST, CLAN
LIST, and CLAN VS CLAN. Press < to refresh the
game list or press > to start a quick match
where you will join the first available game.

HOST GAME

Here you can create and host your own game. Scroll
through the selected option using the directional
buttons to create a game with your specifications.
You may choose to have a Ranked or Player Match,
what the Game Mode will be, which Map to play, and
the Maximum Number of players. You may also add a
password if you wish to make it a Private Match.
When you are ready to host simply press >.
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GAME MODES

Join either the Cloven or Maquis in
heated Multiplayer battle.

FREE-FOR-ALL: All players are out for
themselves. Eliminate the opposition. The player
with the highest score wins.

TEAM DEATHMATCH: Eliminate the players on
the opposing team. The team with the highest
score wins.

CAPTURE THE FLAG: Capture the opposing
team’ s flag and deliver it to your base to
score points. Your flag is required at your base
to score.

CONTAINMENT: Capture Coolant Nodes to
over heat and destroy the opposing team’ s
Reactor. Controlling both Coolant Nodes
increases the overheat time.

ASSIMILATION: As the Cloven, eliminate the
opposition to assimilate them to your team. As
the Maquis, avoid being assimilated as long as
possible. The player with the highest individual
score wins."

TEAM ASSIST: With Team Assist, you
get a boost from your teammates when they are
nearby. In Capture the Flag, your speed increases
while carrying the flag when close to teammates.
Enemies appear on your radar as long as a
teammate has that enemy in his/her line of site .

PLAYER LIST
Here you can see all of the players logged
onto the Resistance RetributionTM servers
including your Friends List, Ignore List,
Clan Players, and Channels. Use the
directional buttons to scroll through the
options and select players. Press D to chat."
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